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Rare decays of the top quark in the standard and two-Higgs-doublet models
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The decays t~cV, where V=y, g, or Z, and t~cH are calculated, keeping all masses, in the stan-
dard model (SM) for all possible values of the top-quark mass that are consistent with present data. We
find that the branching fractions for these processes are small, the largest being B(t~cH)-10 and
B(t~cg ) —10 ' . Our calculations are then extended to include the possible contributions of charged
Higgs bosons to the transitions t~cV in the context of general two-Higgs-doublet models. These new
contributions can enhance the SM branching fractions by as much as 3—4 orders of magnitude, e.g. ,
B(t~cg)-10 —10, for various values of the parameters. General expressions for Aavor-changing
neutral-current decays of heavy quarks including all masses and momenta, in the SM and in the two-
Higgs-doublet models, are also given.

I. INTRODUCTION

Rare decays of heavy quarks have long been a subject
of intense theoretical and experimental study. The prime
rationale for this is the fact that loop processes are a
powerful test for the short-distance structure of the
theory. Furthermore, many such decays are sensitive to
parameters in the standard model (SM) and are excellent
probes for the effects of new physics, such as supersym-
metry, charged Higgs bosons, or heavy fermions. For ex-
ample, calculations of one-loop Aavor-changing interac-
tions in the kaon system were able to successfully antici-
pate [1] the approximate value of the charm-quark mass.
Similarly, some transitions in the B system (e.g., B B-
mixing and the decay B—&Kl l ) are especially sensitive
[2] to the mass of the top quark. Often loop decays can
also receive important contributions from physics beyond
the SM (well-known [3] examples are K~m.vv and
B~K*y ), which can give large enhancements or
suppressions over the SM rates. In view of this, dedicat-
ed experimental facilities are being planned [4] for the
study of rare K and 8 physics. The flavor-changing
neutral-current (FCNC) transitions of a possible fourth-
generation charged —

—,
' b' quark have also been analyzed

[5,6], where it was found that these FCNC decays could
even dominate over the tree-level decays of the b' quark
for certain values of the parameters. However, four-
generation models (with light neutrinos) have been ruled
out by the results [7] from the CERN e+e collider LEP
and from the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) and will not be
further discussed here.

Presently, the rare decays of every quark in the SM
(and even some beyond the SM) have been thoroughly
studied except for one, the top quark. Indeed, there are
special reasons for studying rare decays of the t quark, as

it is by far the largest fermion mass scale in the SM. As
such, it might provide a unique window in the quest for
new physics. Its rare decays (although anticipated to be
small) should prove to be a useful quantitative reference
point for comparing the SM to experiment. Also, at this
mass scale, the effects of QCD should be unambiguous
and presumably very small.

In this paper, we calculate the decays t~cV, where
V=@, g, or Z, and t —+cH in the SM, keeping all exter-
nal as well as internal masses and momenta. We then
study the possible efT'ects of charged Higgs bosons on the
transitions t~cV in the context of two-Higgs-doublet
models. An exact calculation (to one-loop order) of the
heavy-quark transition q, q y (and subsequently q, q.g) in
the SM has been performed by the authors of Ref. [8]; we
have checked that our analytical expressions are in agree-
ment with theirs. In Ref. [9], these results were used to
study the process tracy for relatively light t quarks,
m, & M~. Dutta Roy et al. [10] have also discussed the
decay tracy in the SM in the limit of a very heavy m, .
Fritzsch [11]has estimated the rate for t ~cZ, and found
that it could have a branching ratio of —10 —10
The present work complements and extends these previ-
ous results as it covers the t-quark-mass range m, )M~
and presents exact calculations for all the processes
t —+cV as well as t —+cH in the SM and t ~cV in two-
Higgs-doublet models.

The Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) Collabora-
tion has recently placed [12] a bound on the top-quark
mass of m, ) 89 GeV, by searching for its semileptonic
decay mode as predicted by the SM. A maximum-
likelihood analysis [13], including full radiative correc-
tions, of the recent data [7,12] on the properties of the W
and Z bosons, has shown that m, (200 GreV at 95% C.L.
and that the most likely value of m, is —135 GeV; these
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bounds are in agreement with those obtained [14] from
analyses of neutral-current data. Of course such bounds
are only relevant to the SM; in extensions, such as extra
Higgs doublets, the upper bound on m, could be
significantly different [15]. With future upgrades and in-
creases in total integrated luminosity, experiments at the
Fermilab Tevatron [16] expect to discover the top quark
if its dominant decay modes are those of the SM and if its
mass is in the range I, ~ 180 GeV. The Superconducting
Super Collider (SSC) will, of course, eventually produce a
large number of t quarks, and may be able to observe rare
top-quark interactions. There is also ongoing research
for a linear e e collider with a center-of-mass energy in
the range 500—1000 GeV. If such a machine materializes,
it could become a unique facility for cleanly studying the
physics of this mass scale [17].

The contents of this paper are as follows. In Sec. II we
present our calculations and results in the SM for the
processes tracy, cg, and cZ. The transition t~cH is
then examined for the SM in Sec. III. A brief overview of
two-Higgs-doublet models and current restrictions on the
parameters of the charged-Higgs-boson sector, as well as
our results for the R —+ boson contributions to t ~cV, are
presented in Sec. IV. Section V contains our conclusions
and a brief discussion on the prospects of experimentally
observing rare top-quark decays. Detailed formulas for
heavy-quark FCNC transitions in both the SM and two-
Higgs-doublet models are given in the Appendix.

II. t ~cVIN THE STANDARD MODEL

In our calculation we use the 't Hooft —Feynman gauge
(corresponding to g=1 in the R& gauge) and take the
external quarks t, c to be on shell. The ten Feynman dia-
grams responsible for the general tcV vertex in this gauge
are displayed in Fig. 1. Our momenta conventions are as
labeled in the figure. In calculating these diagrams we
have kept all external and internal masses nonvanishing,
and have assumed general left- and right-handed cou-
plings which are tabulated in the Appendix for each pos-
sible elementary vertex. The t —+cVtransition matrix ele-
ment is then generically given, for an internal quark i, by

M= V„Vt,c(q, )[(a,p" +a2q2 +a, y")L

+ (b,p"+ b2qI2 +b3y")R ]t(q~ )e„(A,),
(2.1)

where V; are the appropriate Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM)
matrix elements [18],L =(1—y&) j2, and e is the polar-
ization vector of the gauge boson V. The matrix element
may be expressed in terms of the dipole transition via
Gordon decomposition. The six form factors a; and b,.

are the sums of the contributions from each of the ten di-
agrams. They are functions of the masses and momenta
of the external and internal quarks and gauge bosons, and
contain n-dimensional integrals resulting from dimen-
sional regularization. These integrals can be expressed in
terms of Spence functions and in our calculations we fol-
low the procedure and notation of Refs. [5,19]. The ex-
plicit expressions for the contributions from each dia-
gram to the form factors are given in the Appendix.

In the case of tracy (and t~cg) where the y (or g) is
on shell, electromagnetic current conservation implies
the conditions

k+Q&i

Qx, Qx,
a, +b3+ b, =O,

2 2 3 2

Qx, Qx,
2

a2+a3+ b2 =0,
2

(2.2)

FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams responsible for the decay t~cV.
Solid lines represent quarks, wavy lines correspond to gauge bo-
sons, and dashed lines are scalars.

with x,-
—=m, - /M~. We have checked that our results for

the form factors obey these relations. For V =Z, the
above expressions are proportional to Mz as required.
We have also verified that the imaginary parts of our
form factors display the proper analytic structure. As a
final test of our work, we have calculated the partial
widths for the corresponding FCNC decays of the
fourth-generation b' quark and have confirmed that our
numerical results agree with those of Ref. [6].

Once the form factors are determined, it is straightfor-
ward to calculate the decay widths. In the case of on-
shell y, or g emission (q =0), the width can be expressed
as
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gl/2(1 M2 / 2 2/ 2)M2
I (tracy, cg)=CF

32am,

X{(x,+x, M—,'/M' )[2(lf, l'+Ih I') —x, (lf I'+lh I')

—2+x, (RefzReh 3+Imf zImh &
+Ref 3Reh2+ Imf 3Imh z ) ]

4+—x,xI [Qx, (Ref z Ref 3 +Imf zImf 3+Reh zReh 3+ Imh zImh 3 )

+x, (RefzRehz+Imf zImhz )+4(Ref3Reh 3+Imf 3Imh2 )]], (2.3)

with CF being a color factor given by CF = 1 ( —', ) for the y (g ), Mv is the vector-boson mass, which we keep for use in

Eq. (2.5) (M~ =0 in the case of V =y, g ), and A (a, b, c ) =a +b +c 2(ab—+ac +bc) is the usual triangle function. f
and h explicitly demonstrate the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mechanism [20] and are given by

f; = g V,J V,~ [a;(xM =x~ ) —a,.(xM =xd )],
(2.4)

h;= g V, . V, [b;(xl.=x. ) —b;(xM=xd)],
j =b, s

where M represents the internal quarks d, s, or b, and a;, b; are the form factors summed over the ten contributing dia-
grams. The partial width for t ~cZ is

(1M /m m/m )M
r(t cZ) =r(t cy)+

16am, Mz

(lfzl +I"zl )(q& q)z( qzP) +(lf31 +I"3I )I2(Oi'P)(qz'P) Mz/Mw(q&'qz)]

+2(Ref2Reh3+Imfzimh3+Ref 3Reh2+ Imf 31mhz)+xI(q, P )(qz P )

+2(RefzRef 3+Imf zImf 3+RehzReh 3+1mb zImh3)+x, (qz.P )2

Mz+2(Ref3Reh 3+Imf 3Imh 3 )Qx,x, +2( Ref z Reh z+ Imf zImh z )Qx, x, (gz P )
M~

(2.5)

f;,h; are as given in Eq. (2.4), the dot products are in the
Appendix, all momenta are scaled by the 8'-boson mass,
P (q;):—p/M~ (q;/M~), and I (tracy) is given in Eq.
(2.3) with Mz =Mz in this case

We compute the branching ratio for t~cV by taking
the SM charged-current two-body decay t~bW (where
the 8' is real for top quarks satisfying the CDF limit
m, ) 89 GeV) to be the dominant t-quark decay mode.
The partial width for this two-body tree-level process is
straightforward to calculate [21],and as expected, is quite
large with a value of I (t ~bW) =90 MeV (2.5 GeV) for
m, =90 (200) GeV. We will then approximate the
branching ratio for t ~cV by

—910 III I
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and the following values for the quark masses: md =10
MeV, m, =1SO MeV, m, =1.S GeV, and mb=5. O G-eV.

We take the top quark to lie in the range 89 (m, (200
GeV.

Our results for B(t~cV) as a function of m, are
presented in Fig. 2, where the dashed, solid, and dashed-
dotted curves correspond to B(t~cg), B(t +cy), and—

r(t cv)
r(t bW)

(2 6)
o 10—11

In our numerical calculations, we take the central value
of the allowed range for the appropriate KM matrix ele-
ments as given in Ref. [22], the value of the Z-boson mass
as measured [7] at CERN LEP Mz=91. 177 GeV, the
W-boson mass as determined [12] by the Collider Detec-
tor at Fermilab (CDF) and UA2 Collaborations
M~=80. 10 GeV, sin 0~=0.23, a, =1/128. 8,
a, = 1.4675/ln(mI /A&cD) with A&cD = 180 MeV,

10—1P

0—13 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I1
100 1PO 140 160 180 200

~t («~)
FIG. 2. B(t~cV) as a function of m, in the SM. The dashed

curve denotes the process t-~cg, the solid curve t —+cy, and the
dashed-dotted curve t ~cZ.
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8(t~cZ), respectively. The process t —+cg has the larg-
est branching fraction with 8 ( t ~cg ) —10 ' for
m, ~ 110 GeV, and for m, —90 GeV 8(t +cg—) rises to
—10 . t —+cy and t ~cZ occur at much smaller rates
of —10 ' —10 ' . It is clear that the loop decays of the
t quark are very small in the SM. This is due to a strong
GIM suppression from the small values of the internal
quark masses mb, d, as well as the large tree-level rate for
tabb@.

QCD corrections have been found [2] to give large
enhancements to the rate for the process b —+sy and one
might wonder if this could also occur in the case of rare
t-quark decays. In the 8-meson system, the leading QCD
corrections are calculated by integrating from the elec-
troweak scale down to m& in the leading-log approxima-
tion. This produces a large shift in the amplitude and
softens the GIM power suppression to a log suppression.
However, in the t-quark system, m, is already of order of
the electroweak scale so the integration procedure will
not produce such large logarithms and hence the QCD
corrections of this type should be small.

10 I I

l

I I I I

l

I I I

10 = 40 GeV

10-8

60

80

10

10 9 I I I I I \ I I I

100 120 140
m, (Gev)

160 180 200

FIG. 3. B(t ~cH ) as a function of m, in the SM for the vari-

ous values of mH as indicated.

8(t~cH))B(t~cV). This is due to a softening of the
GIM suppression in this case as the Higgs-boson —quark
coupling is proportional to the quark mass.

III. t ~cH IN THE STANDARD MODEL IV. t —+cV IN THE TW'O-HIGGS-DOUBLET MODEL

The decay t ~cH proceeds through the same ten Feyn-
man diagrams that mediate the process t ~cV (which are
displayed in Fig. 1), except in this case the external vector
boson V is replaced by an external scalar H. The general
vertex for the on-shell t ~cH decay is

M = V„V„c(q,)(aL+pR )t(q2), (3.1)

where a and p represent the sum of the contributions
from all ten diagrams. These contributions have been
calculated in Ref. [5] for the case of the fourth-generation
quark decay b'~bH, where the masses and momenta of
all external and internal particles have been kept. The
expressions for a and p are given explicitly in the Appen-
dix of this reference and will not be reproduced here.
The partial width for t ~cH can then be written as

~w
I (t cH)= Q(x +x, —x )

—4x x,
32&x t

X[(lfl'+lhl')(x, +x, —x )

+4(Ref Reh +Imf Imh )Qx,x, ],
(3.2)

with xH =MH/M~ and f, h exhibit the GIM mechanism
for a and p as given in Eq. (2.4) with a; ~a and b, ~p.

The branching ratio is computed as in the preceding
section and 8 (t ~cH ) is displayed in Fig. 3 as a function
of m, for various values of the Higgs-boson mass that are
consistent with the LEP limit [7] of mH ~42 GeV. Note
that for a given mH, the branching fraction clearly in-
creases as the value of m, increases (for m, ~ 100 GeV),
giving maximum values of B(t~cH ) -10 for m, (200
CxeV. The branching fractions generally lie in the range
10 —10 for all values of m, and mH, once the severe
reduction in phase space has been overcome. Comparing
these results with those in Fig. 2 we see that generally

Since we have seen that the branching ratios for rare
top-quark decays in the SM are small, perhaps new phys-
ics can significantly increase the rates for these decays
and make them observable. In order to quantify the
efFects that new physics could have on rare t-quark de-
cays, we examine the processes t ~cV in two-Higgs-
doublet models. An enlarged Higgs sector is a relatively
simple extension of the SM and naturally occurs in many
theories, such as supersymmetry, models with spontane-
ous CP violation, and some grand unified theories (e.g. ,
E6). The existence of two (or more) Higgs doublets
necessitates the presence of charged Higgs bosons which
inhuence one-loop processes.

%"e consider two distinct two-Higgs-doublet models
which naturally avoid tree-level FCNC [23]. In model I,
one doublet ($2) gives masses to all fermions and the oth-
er doublet (P&) essentially decouples from the fermions.
In a second model (model II) $2 gives mass to the up-type
quarks, while the down-type quarks and charged leptons
receive a mass from P, . Each doublet obtains a vacuum
expectation value (VEV) v; subject only to the constraint
that v, +v2=v, where v is the usual VEV of the SM.
The generic charged-Higgs-boson coupling to fermions
(assuming massless neutrinos) in both models is given by

H [V;.m„F„u,(1—ys)d, —
2 2M~

+V, md Fdu;(1+y )d
J

+mtFtv(1+y5)l ]+H.c. , (4.1)

where g is the usual SU(2)L coupling constant. In model
I, F„=cotp and Fd =Ft = —cotp and in model II,
F„=cotP and Fd=FI=tanP, where tanP—=v2lv& is the
ratio of VEV's; this is summarized in Table I. Model II is
that which is present in supersymmetry and E6 theories.
The mass m + and the ratio v2/v& are a priori free pa-
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TABLE I. Summary of which doublet, P, or $2, gives mass to
each quark type and the values of the coefficients F~ (f=u, d )

in the charged-Higgs-boson Lagrangian in Eq. (4.1) for models I
and II.

VEV
Model I

Fg

cotp
—cotp

VEV
Model II

cotp
tanp

103

102

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

Models I 8c II

m„+ = 50 GeV

101
GeV

ioo

10—1
100

10—2
1O-' 1OO

tan P

101

FIG. 4. The total width of the t quark,
I {t~bW)+I {t~bH+), as a function of tanp for
m, = 100, 150, and 200 CieV corresponding to the solid, dashed,
and dashed-dotted curves, respectively.

rameters in general two-Higgs-doublet models. The
current experimental bound from LEP [7] on the H+
mass is m + )35.4 (43.0) GeV at 95% C.L. with

B(H ~cs—(~v) ) = 100%.
Semiquantitative restrictions on m + and tanp can be

set by requiring that the H —+ width not be too large and
that the &tH coupling remain perturbative. It is clear
from Eq. (4.1) that the width and &tH coupling both grow
rapidly with increasing m, and decreasing tanP, and
hence perturbation theory may become endangered for
some values of the parameters. This is illustrated in Fig.
4, which shows the total width of the t quark for
m, )m&+m~+ as a function of tanp with m ~=50 GeV
and m, =100, 150, and 200 GeV. If we demand that the
theory remain perturbative, a bound on tanp as a func-
tion of m, is obtained. By taking I, /m, (or
I +/mH+) (—,

' and also requiring that the tbH coupling

be smaller than the QCD coupling g, =4m.a, (M~) as
definitions of the perturbative region, the bound
tanp-m, /(600 GeV) is obtained. This restriction ap-
plies in both models. In model II there is a correspond-
ing upper limit on tanp of cotpR mb/(600 GeV), which
arises from the term proportional to m& V,btanp in Eq.
(4.1).

Further restrictions on the parameters contained in
two-Higgs-doublet models can be obtained from an
analysis of possible charged-Higgs-boson contributions to

low-energy data. Such contributions to Bd -B d and
D D-mixing, e, the 1{.L

—1{.z mass difference, and e'/e
have been examined in Ref. [24], where the overall region
which is consistent with current experimental measure-
ments has been determined. The results are essentially
equivalent in both models I and II, and are found to be
roughly given by the above perturbation bound,
tanp~ m, /600 GeV. Additional constraints can be ob-
tained if H —contributions to the decay b ~sy are con-
sidered [3,24]; however, these limits rely heavily on the
precise value of the ratio of exclusive to inclusive rates.

Charged Higgs bosons can contribute to the processes
t —&cV via the Feynman diagrams of Figs. 1(b), 1(d), l(f),
and 1(j), with the unphysical sealer P being replaced by
H +—. The transition matrix element and the expressions
for the partial widths have exactly the same form as in
Eqs. (2.1},(2.3), and (2.5). The six form factors are now a
sum of the contributions from the ten SM diagrams and
the four H +—diagrams and are a function of the quark
and gauge boson masses and momenta as well as I
and tanP. The precise expressions for the H contrib—u-
tions to the form factors are listed in the Appendix. We
have verified that our current-conservation conditions of
Eq. (2.2) are still satisfied in these models, and that our
expressions for the charged-Higgs-boson diagrams 1(b),
1(d), 1(f), and 1(j) approach those of the SM when the H
couplings approach those of the unphysical scalar {b.

Our results for the branching fractions for
tracy, t~cg, and t~cZ as a function of tanp are
presented in Figs. 5, 6, and 7, respectively. We show re-
sults for model I with m, =100 GeV and m, =200 GeV,
and model II with I,= 100 and 200 GeV, corresponding
to the figure labels (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively. In
each figure, the solid curve represents m + =50 GeV, the
dashed m += 100 GeV, the dotted m ~ =250 GeV, and

the dashed-dotted m +=500 GeV. Note that when the
decay t~bH —+ is kinematically allowed, the charged-
Higgs-boson contributions to the one-loop induced
Aavor-changing transitions are slightly suppressed for
some values of tanP.

In model I, enhancements over the SM rates of
up to three orders of magnitude are obtainable
[B(t~cg)-10 for m„m +=100 GeV] for small

values of tanp ( ~ 0.5 }, while for larger values of
tanp ( ~ 2) the branching fraction approaches its SM
value. This behavior obviously reAects the H —fermion
couplings, which are all proportional to cotp in this mod-
el. However, recall that the perturbative and low-energy
bounds restrict tanp~0. 167 (0.333) for m, =100 (200}
GeV, and thus the ranges of tanp which yield the largest
enhancements are those which have been ruled out above.

The situation is somewhat different in the case of mod-
el II. Slight enhancements are possible for small values of
tanp (up to one order of magnitude), but the biggest in-
creases in rate (up to 3—4 orders of magnitude) are ob-
tained when tanp takes on larger values, tanp~ 5—10.
For example, with nz, =100 GeV, nz ~=100 GeV, and

tanp=50, B(t~cg)-2X10 . These large enhance-
ments occur when tanp is large enough to make the
mbtanP term in the charged Higgs Lagrangian dominant.
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FIG. 6. Same as in Fig. 5, except for the decay t ~cg.

tan p
FICs. 5. B(,tracy i as a function of tanP in the two-Higgs-

doublet model with (a) m, =100 GeV in model I, (b) m, =200
GeV in model I, (c) m, = 100 GeV in model II, (d) m, =200 GeV
in model II. The solid curve represents m + =50 GeV, dashed

m +=100 GeV, dotted m +=250 GeV, and dashed-dottedH'— 0—
m +=500GeV.
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This region where tanP takes on large values is not ruled
out by experiment and is predicted [25] to occur in some
grand unified theories.

Figure 8 shows the branching fraction for (a)
(b) t ~c and (c) t ~cZ as a function of ms

1.0with m y= 100 GeV in model I with tanP=0. 25 and0
(correspon tng od' t the dashed and solid curves, respective-

tedly} and in model II with tanp=0. 25 and 20.0 (represente
by the dotted and dashed-dotted curves, respective y).
Here one can see the general trend for enhancements in
model I (II} for smaller (larger) values of tanP [e.g.,
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FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 5, except for the decay t ~cZ.
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B(t~cg)-10 —10 in model II with tanP=20]. The
increase in the branching fraction due to the anomalous
threshold behavior at m, =mb+m + is also dernonstrat-

ed.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have calculated and presented expres-
sions for the flavor-changing transitions tracy, cg, cz,
and cH in the SM, keeping all masses and momenta non-
vanishing. We found the branching fractions for
these decays to be small in the SM, and are of
order B(tracy)-10 ', B(tcg)-10 ', B(t +c—Z)
—10 ' —10 ', and B(t~cH)-10 —10 for 90
&m, (200 GeV. The fact that these decay rates are so
small in the SM (and are relatively free of QCD and ha-
dronic uncertainties) can, in principle, provide a test for
possible new physics. In practice, backgrounds from oth-
er SM processes can be a serious problem and detailed
studies will have to be carried out before any claims can
be made. If one of these processes were observed at a
larger rate than given above, and could not be accounted
for by SM background processes, then it could be a signal
for new interactions. Along this vein, we have extended
our study to include contributions from charged Higgs
bosons present in two-Higgs-doublet models. We found
that large enhancements of the SM rates are possible for
various values of the parameters, giving the overall
maximum values of the branching fractions to be
B(t racy)-10, B(t~cg ) —10, and B(t ~cZ)—10 . Further studies of these decays in models
beyond the SM should be made in order to determine if
even larger increases in the rates are possible. The rate
for the three-body decay, t —+cqq, through virtual gluons,
and for CP violation in t decays should also be examined
[26] to provide a benchmark for SM predictions.

The SSC can be expected to produce a large number of
t quarks; the predicted event rate [21] is roughly
3.5 X 10, 1.2 X 10 and 5.6 X 10 tt pairs per year for
m, =110, 150, and 180 GeV, respectively, assuming an
integrated luminosity of 10 pb ' per year. Even with
100% acceptance and tagging efficiencies, the SSC detec-
tors will not observe these rare top-quark decays in the
SM, unless there is a substantial increase in luminosity.
We have shown that in models with an extended Higgs
sector the event rates can be enhanced, e.g. , t~cg could
occur at a rate of —10 (with favorable values of the pa-
rameters), and thus may be observable with efficient t
quark tagging. A high-energy linear e +e collider
could, in principle, be the ideal place to study these rare
decays, as t-quark events can be cleanly separated by tag-
ging the isolated lepton from the top semileptonic decay.
However, a high integrated luminosity would have to be
achieved before observation of these rare decay modes be-
comes feasible.

Clearly, before one can use our calculations in the con-
text of interpretation of experimental searches for these
rare decays, issues related to experimental backgrounds
are very important and will have to be dealt with, but are
beyond the scope of this work. For illustration, the decay
t —+cH has a potential background from multibody reac-

tions such as t ~Hb8', followed by the hadronic decay of
the real or virtual W [27]. The branching fraction for
this multibody process is presented in Ref. [28]. For the
case of real 8' emission, i.e., m, &M~+mb+m~, these
authors find B=I (t~HbW)/I (t~bW)=10, few
X 10 for m, =200 GeV and m~ =100, 50 GeV, respec-
tively. Scaling this by the hadronic branching fraction of
the W'(so that the final state W is more difficult to identi-
fy), we see that this multibody background can be larger
than the SM rate for t~cH by 2—3 orders of magnitude.
For the case of virtual fY emission, the branching frac-
tion for t ~Hb8'*~Hbqq', is much smaller than in the
case of real 8 s. In either case, this background can be
substantially reduced by using appropriate experimental
cuts. For instance, in the process t ~cH ~cbb, the
charm-quark jet will have a very large transverse rnomen-
tum (recall mt' )45 GeV from LEP [7]) and the invariant
mass of the recoil bb jets should add up to the Higgs-
boson mass. Thus, an examination of the recoil invariant
mass of top-quark events, which contain a jet with 1arge
pz-, should discard most, if not all, of these types of back-
grounds [29]. Detailed Monte Carlo studies clearly
should be done for these processes and their potential
backgrounds, but only after the specific characteristics of
the actual detectors, e.g., acceptances, e%ciencies, cracks,
etc. , become known.

The topic of rare top-quark physics has just begun to
be explored and may yield some surprises, both theoreti-
cal and experimental.
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APPENDIX: RELEVANT FORMULAS

Here we present the expressions, keeping all masses
and momenta, for the form factors for each of the dia-
grams in Fig. 1. In the following A"—J" denote results
for the diagrams labeled (a)—(j) in Fig. 1 for an internal
quark with mass M. Bo, 8&, Co, Co, and C; represent
the scalar functions in the notation of Refs. [5,19], and
for each diagram are functions of the masses and momen-
ta as given. All masses and rnomenta are scaled by the
W-boson mass Ms, (e.g., x; =—m; /Mii„Q ii, =Mii, /Mii„P—:p /M~), g is the usual SU(2)L weak coupling con-
stant, e= n —4 (where n represents the number of dimen-
sions in the dimensional-regularization procedure),
8 =(1+y5)/2, and the values of the coefficients
A, B., C, D, and E (j =u, d for quarks with weak iso-
spin of —,', —

—,', respectively) are given in Table II:
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TABLE II. Values of the coefficients in Eqs. (Al) —(A10). 19s —=Mii /M~, cs (ss )=cos6ii (sin&i' ), where Oii is the weak mixing
angle, xii =sin'es, , g (g, ) represents the usual weak (strong) coupling constant, and e =

~e~ is the electric charge of the proton.

Z

2—e3

gs

(1——xw)
2cw

le3

gs

g
( —1+—xw)

2cw

B„

—e2
3

gs

g 4

Bd

le3

gs

g z
3Xw

2cw
gcw

gsw w

(cw —sw)
cw

2
A"= ( —2+x, (e —2)A d(C ii+C 2i)p"L +2+ xAd[eCi2+(e —2)C&3]q&&L

+ I Ad [(—2x, +ep ex, )—C,2+(e 2)(—2C~~ —Cp —p C„)]+(e—2)xMBd Cpjy"L

+2+x, Ad [(e—2)(Ci, —C23+C2, ) —eCi~]p"R +2+x, Ad [2Ci2+(e—2)(C22 —
C2s )]q~2R

—Qx, x, A„(@+ 2)C,2 y
"R ),

with Ci, (P, q2,—+xM~+xM~Mw)~
28"= ([2x,+x, Ad(C, 2+C23 —C„—C~, )+2xsr+x, Bd(Cp+2Ci, +C2, )]p"L

2M ~
+ [2+x, Ad [x,(C~3 — 22)+xM(Ci, —C,2)) 2xM+x, Bd(—Cp+C„+C,2+C23) Iq2L

+ IxM Ad [xi(Cp +Cii Ci2) x Cii xMCp]+xMBd[x (Cp+ Cii )+xi( Cii + Ci~)]
+ A„x,x, C,2+xsrBd[Cp+p C„+(x,—p )C,2

—2C24]]y"L

+ [2+x,Ad [xM( Cp+ C„)+x, ( C„+C2, )]+2xM +x,Bd ( C,2
—C, i

—C2, + C23 ) ]p "R

+ [
—2+x, Ad [x~(Cp+C„)+x,(C,~+C2s )]+2xM+x,Bd(C„—C,~

—C~~+C23) Iq~~R

+Qx, x, Ad[xM(Cp+C, 2)+P Ci, +(x, —P )C,2+Co —2C2~]y"R ),
with C,J(p, Q2, +XM, QXM, Mgr))

C~= (x, A„B,y"L++x,x,B„B,y"R ),g (e—2)
2 xi x~

with 8, ( —q„+xM, +x~,Mw),

(A 1)

(A2)

(A3)

D"=
I [x,(x, +xM) A„B,+x~(x, +x, ) A„Bp]y"L+Qx,x, [(xsr+x, )B„B,+2x~B„Bp]y"RJ,2M ii (x, —x, )

with 8; ( Q i, QX~,Mgr ),

E"= (x, A„B,y"L+Qx, x,B„B,y"R ),g (e—2)
c

with 8, ( —q2, +x~,Mii ),

2

t [x,(x, +xM) A„B,+xM(x, +x, ) A„Bp]y"L+Qx,x, [(xM+x, )B„B,+2xMB„Bp]yi'R ],2M ii (x, —x, )

Wlf, ll 8;( Q2+xM, Mpr),

G&= g [(E—2)~x, (cp+3C„+2C2, )p"L+2~x, [2Cp+Cii+Ci2 —(e 2)(Cl2+C23)]qV-

+[x (C„—C ) —x, (2C +C„+C, )+2p (C +C„)+2Co 2(& 2)C ]y"L

+Qx, [2C„—2Cp —4C, 2
—(e—2)(C„—C,q+2C2, —2C23 ) ]p"R

+2+x, [Cp —Cii +2Ci2+ (e—2)(C23 —C22 ) ]q 2R —3+x,xi( Cp+ Ci2 )y R I,

(A4)

(A5)

(A6)

(A7)
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wlt11 C;-( p, q2, &w, &w, V x~),

H~= [2+x,(C]2 —C]] )q~qL+ [(x,—xl )Co+x, C]]]y"L+V'x, x, (C]]—C]2)y"R ],g D

fV

with Ci~'( p~q2&+w&+w&V xM)'

[[x,(C„—C„) x~—Co]yi'L —2V'x, (Co+C„)(p"R q",R—) —Q x, x( Co+C, ] )y"R],g 2D

(A8)

(A9)

with C,"( P~q—2~&w~+w~V xsr)~

2EJw= IV'x [x,(C], —C]2+2C2] —
2C~q) xM(C], +2Cq])]p L+2V x, [x,(C22 —C23) XMC23]q",

w

+2xMC24y"L+V'x, [ —x, (Cp+3C]]+2C2] )+xM(Cp+3C]] —C,2+2C2] —2C23)]p "R

+2V x[ x, ( C]2+CD 3) +x~(C 22 C23 C]2)]q2R+2V x x C24y"R ] (A10)

with C ~ ~ ( p $2qlQ willi wq QXM ) ~

The expressions for the forin factors for the charged-Higgs-boson contributions to diagrams (b), (d), (fl, and (j) in Fig.
1 are given by the following with the same notation conventions as above and the coefficients F„and Fd are given in
Table I;

Bg~ =
z [I2xMV x,Bd[Fd(C]]+C2]) F„Fd(Co—+C»)]+2x,V x,F„Ad(C]z —C» —C2]+Cz&)]p"Lp g

+ [2xMV x, [F„FqBd(C]]+C]]) FdBd(C]2—+C23)+F„FdAd(C]~ —C]] )]

+2x, V x,F„Ad(C23 —C22) Jq2L

+{xMx,F„Fg[Ad C]] Bd(Cp+C—]])]+xlx,F„Fd[ Ad(C]2 Cp —C]] )+Bd(C]] C]2)1

+x,x,F„Ad C]2+xMFd [
—xM Ad Cp+Bd [Cp+(x P )C]p+P C]] 2C24]] )y L

+ [2xl V x, [ F„FdAd(C]—]+Cp)+FdBd(C]2 —C]]—Ci]+C23)1+2x,V'xiF„Ad(C„+ C2] ) ] p
"R

+{2xMV xq [F„FdAd(C]] +Cp)+Bd[Fd(CQ3 C2z)+F„Fd(C]z —C» )]]
V x F Ad(C]2+C23))q2R

+( ~xV x~xi [ F„Fd Ad(Cp+ C]2 )+Bd [FdC]2+F„Fd(C]i Cp) F„Cp]]
+V x,x,F„Ad[Cp+p C»+(x, —p )C,2

—2C24])y"R ], (A11)

with C; (P, —$2, V xM, V xM, m y),

2
D"+ =

[ [x,(xi]fFd+x, F„)A„B,—x~(x, +x, )F„FdA„Bo)y"L
2 w(x, —x, )

+V'x, x, [(x,F„+xMFd )B„B, 2xMF„FdBuBoly—~R ] ~

with B;(—q„V x,m +),

(A12)

2

Fg + =
2 [[x,(xMFd+x, F„)A„B,—xM(x, +x, )F„FdA„Bo]'y"L

2 w(xi —x, )

+V x,x, [(x,F„+xMFd )B„B]—2xMF„FdB„Bo]y"R], (A13)

with B,(
—$2V'xM, m +),
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I"+ = ([xM"tr/x, [ F—d(Co+2C2i+3Cii) F—„Fd(Co+2Cii)]+x,+x,F„(Cii—Ci~+2C2i —2Cq3)]p"L
g. 2E

2M ~
+ [ 2xM V~x, [Fd ( C,z +C$3 ) +F„FdC,2 ]+2x, V~x, F„(C22 —Cz3 ) ]q 2L +2xM Fd C24 y "L

+ IxMV'x, [Fd(C ii —Ci2+2Cpi —2Cp 3) F„—Fd(Cp+2Cii )] x,—V'x, F„(Cp+2C2i+3Cii )]p"R

+ I2xMV x, [Fd(C22 —C23)+F„FdC,z]+2x,V x,F„(C,2+C23)]q~R+2V x,x,F„C24y R ),
with C;.( p, g2, m +, m +,QXM ).

The dot products in Eq. (2.5) are expressed as

q, Qz=1/2(x, +x, —Mz/Miv),

qi 'p —
Qi 'q2 x~

Q2 p= 1/2(Mz/Mii, +x, —x, ) .

(A14)

(A15)

We note that these expressions are valid for the flavor-changing transitions of heavy up-type quarks. The expressions
for the corresponding decays of heavy down-type quarks are given by the above with the following replacements:
A„(B„)~Ad(Bd ), Ad(Bd )~ A„(Bd ), the coefficients of the expressions for diagrams (h) and (i) in Fig. 1 change sign to
account for the change in sign of the weak isospin of the decaying quark (i.e., g D/ 129 ii~ gD/—2' ii), and the
coefficients of diagrams (g) and (j) also change sign to account for the change of sign of the electric charge of the inter-
nal 8' boson (i.e., C~—C and E —+ E). —
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